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 Â» download album donnie__: yes, but on win7 you can resize your partition and just install ubuntu there, it doesn't touch your windows partition (unless you specify otherwise) DasEi: What happened to him was he got a bad entry in his fstab that meant that when he installed it would use LVM. Then it did the ugly thing of putting the LVM partitions in a separate group. could it be that this is a well-
known issue, that I'm not aware of and that nobody is caring about? auronandace: actually i have no windows to resize hm.. ok, is there a bugreport in launchpad? do you mean wubi? I've got a media player that I can stream from my phone, can I also use it to play a song? louigi: I think you'll get better answers if you say what you've tried to do and the error message you get. donnie__: good luck then,

hope it goes well Yowl: normally it is not possible auronandace: thank you. Do you use wubi? DasEi: It's the same as using LVM on a software partition. You can still use it, but it is a pain. Yowl: no Yowl: well, usb's, yes Hm, I see rypervenche: yup, he should be clear on that DasEi: Right. What I want to know is what happened to him and if there is a bug report on it. Yowl: can the receiver play
anything else, aplications? rypervenche, I tried many things, like adding the 10.10 repos, removed, set keyring to empty and all kinds of combinations. It just never appears but I'm wondering if I just don't know the "right 82157476af
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